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Overview:

In 2022, Aratek Biometrics and the Beijing Dance Academy have joined forces to
guarantee a safe school experiencewith advanced biometric access control solutions.
Through the Aratek TruFace access control system, more than 4,000 students and
staff can swiftly enter or exit the school campuswithout any hassle.

Challenges:

Solution:

Benefits:

Making school safer for everyone 

“The Aratek TruFace access control system has saved us time and resources
while providing an easy way of managing our school campus security systems
efficiently. We have seen an increase in campus security since implementing
this system, which makes our job easier.” - Qiang Zhang, Associate Dean of
the Beijing DanceAcademy

Challenges:

Situated in the core of Beijing's Haidian District, the Beijing Dance Academy covers
an expansive area of 57,333 square meters (86 mu), and with 4,000 staff and

students, not tomention regular visitors, it can be hard to keep safety on such a large
and bustling campus even under typical circumstances. This difficulty has just been
amplified by the continuous COVID-19 pandemic, which has put an even greater
emphasis on the importance of access control and healthmonitoring.

Keeping the large and 
busy campus safe, 
especially during the 
COVID-19 pandemic

Aratek TruFace access 
control system 
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and staff tracked in real 
time

Increased campus 
security
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Key Benefits:

The Bejing Dance Academy has seen several key benefits since
implementing theAratek TruFace access control system:

Solution:

The Beijing Dance Academy knew they needed an efficient, accurate, and secure biometric access control system to
ensure the campus was a safe environment for all. After rigorous testing and comparison, they chose Aratek TruFace
as their access control solution.
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Aratek TruFace access control system incorporated facial recognition technology
to facilitate multi-factor authentication in real-time. The IP65-rated BA8300
facial recognition terminal was installed at all school entrances and is built for
outdoor usage with excellent performance. Moreover, the TruFace Manager
software platform offered by Aratek acted as a robust central command center,
enabling administrators to effectively configure role-based access control and
monitor themovement of students, visitors, and staff across the campus.

Thanks to Aratek TruFace's open API and SDKs, the new access control system was able to seamlessly integrate with
the school automation system as well as Beijing’s real-time health code system, thus making these security measures
possible. This not only helped the school to enhance its existing security infrastructure through biometric technology
but also enabled quick updates on any potential pandemic outbreaks. As a result, the Beijing Dance Academy was able
to ensure its campuswas a safe and secure environment for all, during the pandemic and beyond.

Real-time and accurate tracking of over4,000 students and staff

Aratek TruFace streamlines the process of monitoring and managing large
student and staff populations in real time, giving administrators a complete
viewof who is on campus at any given time.

Increased campus security

Beijing Dance Academy has made significant progress in terms of campus
security since the installation of Aratek TruFace. This innovative biometric
access control system is a more secure and practical solution than traditional
methods, ensuring the safety of all students, faculty, and staff on campus.

Easy installation andmaintenance

The Aratek TruFace systemprovides open APIs and SDKs for easy integration
with existing security systems. Its facial recognition terminal is also extremely
simple and quick to install, allowing the Beijing Dance Academy to quickly
upgrade its safety protocols while alsomaintaining themwithminimal effort.
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